
Around 18,000 BC, the Lords of Orion betray the friendship of their stellar neighbors and associates.
They  invade  their  planet.  Survivors  are  given  the  opportunity  to  emigrate  and  live  freely  on  a
transformed planet. The others are confined to a small part of their home planet. The new home is
known as « SERPO » (« Second EBENs Race Point of Origin »), a reformed planet located around HD
32923/104 Tauri. Although originating from another constellation, we will call this second race the
Taurians.

Another reformed planet is colonized by a more moderate fringe of Orion’s inhabitants, who take
with them a large contingent of their neighbors, in an attempt to live together. This planet, closer to
you, is located around the star HD 50281, in the constellation Unicorn. It is from this still very arid
planet that the first Lords will come to enslave your primitive peoples.

The two peoples also have to face the incursion of other visitors who have evolved independently.
Some, more spiritually advanced, force them to stop their colonialist impulses. Others are pushed
back and their explorers eliminated. Others, more belligerent, force them to refocus around their
planets of origin. The two peoples, divided into several antagonistic factions, began their inexorable
decline.

Until around 4000 BC, the Taurians and the Orions remained the only Lords of  Earth,  exploiting
certain specific areas and among them the area of the "fertile crescent", where the Benign Incision
Pact was concluded with the priests, led by Abraham.

Before this Pact, priests were the servile earthly assistants of their deities. Cruel and feared by the
populations, the priests kidnapped young men and reduced them to slavery as soon as they reached
puberty. They were castrated to increase their docility and strength. The priests themselves and their
male heirs were the only ones capable of reproducing, with dozens of submissive women at their
disposal, locked in seraglios.

This led to genetic impoverishment and unwanted generational reduction that the Lords had to put
an end to. The sacrificial gesture remained, but was transformed into circumcision. It is one of the
founding acts of terrestrial religions which will be given later, as proof, in the documents attesting to
the anteriority on Earth of the Lords of Orion (during the meetings of 1964).


